
 

 
Dear Shareholder, 

The Covid-19 pandemic has created trying times for everyone. As we see 
major changes worldwide in our wellbeing and economic health, we need 
to adapt and adjust with the times. Adversity creates opportunity and the 
individuals and the companies who can identify, adapt and pivot will be 
able to not only survive in these difficult times, but prosper as well.  

The GRG has done this. We have been able to identify new opportunities 
for our company and shareholders. GRG has identified 3 areas of interest 
on which we can focus our attention and have created solutions for each of 
these interests. 

Clearly the most important development will be the creation of a vaccine for 
Covid-19, but the reality is that a vaccine is likely 12-18 months away. In 
the meantime, we will concentrate on representing and distributing 
products that will strengthen the immune system, developing treatments for 
patients who have already contracted the virus, and providing products that 
will prevent the contraction of the virus for our health workers and the 
public. 

 



Manuka honey is used as a natural ointment for wounds of all kinds. It has 
been hailed as a go-to germ fighter in an age of resistance to conventional 
antibiotics. When it comes to superfoods, raw honey is associated with 
health benefits.  

Manuka isn’t a raw honey, but it is specialized. It’s antibacterial and 
bacterial resistant. This means that bacteria shouldn’t be able to build up a 
tolerance to its antibacterial effects.  

Manuka honey is said to be effective for treating everything from a sore 
throat to clearing up blemishes on your skin. The uses of Manuka honey 
include healing cuts and scrapes, clearing infections, improving digestion, 
providing energy, and most importantly, boosting the immune system. 

Many kinds of honey have been used as natural antibiotics throughout the 
centuries. In recent years, researchers have discovered that honey’s power 
to kill germs comes from hydrogen peroxide with the help from a bee 
enzyme. Manuka honey takes this a step further by attacking germs with a 
substance called MGO that is found in the nectar of some Manuka plants. 
Dozens of species of bacteria are susceptible to Manuka honey. 
Researchers are particularly interested in the fact that Manuka honey 
appears to attack infections. To date, there are no reports of microbial 
resistance to honey. That suggests it might be successful against 
resistance organisms and long-lasting wound infections that do not heal 
with regular antibiotic therapy. 

The GRG has entered into a partnership agreement with NZ Venture 
Partners.  

“In a chaotic world, driven by hysteria and fear of pandemic events, NZ 
Venture Partners Ltd is able to capitalize on its product portfolio of natural, 
organic and ultra-high-end health and wellness products, which 
dramatically boost human immunity and limit the adverse impact of virulent 
diseases.” is the message from the NZV CEO.  

This company is aiming to be the leading producer of their own premium 
New Zealand products in Europe, USA, Middle East and the Asia.  



NVZ has developed two proprietary Manuka honey brands and has 
registered global trademarks: KORU honey, an ultra-high end Manuka 
honey brand and NUI Manuka Honey, a mainstream Manuka honey brand. 
In 2020, NZV has planned to add to their portfolio its own 
nutraceuticals/supplements –unique NZ bio-extracts, supplements. 

The GRG is extremely excited with our new business partnership and 
believes it is a perfect fit to complement our existing product line and a 
wonderful product that can be used to help boost the immune system to 
help fight Covid-19. 

NZ Ventures current products: 

As you indicated there are several brands already present in the world 
markets. Regardless of the brand - always buy manuka honey packed in 
New Zealand - otherwise it is fake. 

We harvest and pack two brands which we own - KORU and NUI, samples 
of which you already received and maybe tasted. 

KORU is our ultra-high end brand, offering limited volumes of high and 
ultra-high MGO grades of manuka honey (all packed in glass jars of 250g): 

MGO 300+ 

MGO 500+ 

MGO 800+ 

MGO 1000+ 

MGO 1200+ 

MGO 1500+ (only 500 jars were packed vintage 2019, 265 jars still 
available)  



Here is the online digital catalogue of KORU with plenty of brand and 
product information: 

https://www.flipsnack.com/koruhoney/koru-honey-catalogue/full-view.html 

Currently, KORU retails in several world class high-end retailers - like 
Harrods, with limited to no competition. 

https://www.harrods.com/en-fr/shopping/koru?pageindex=1 

 

NUI is our gourmet brand, targeting people looking to add healthy food to 
their diet, with strong medicinal antibacterial qualities - which is very 
relevant these days with global viruses floating around. 

NUI comes packed in PET jars of 250g, 500g and 1kg. 

The MGO grades we offer are: 

MGO 100+ (250g/500g/1kg) 

MGO 250+ (250g/500g/1kg) 

MGO 400+ (250g/500g/1kg) 

MGO 600+ (250g/500g) 

MGO 800+ (250g/500g) 

https://www.flipsnack.com/koruhoney/koru-honey-catalogue/full-view.html
https://www.harrods.com/en-fr/shopping/koru?pageindex=1


In Q-2-2020 we shall also introduce very high quality manuka lozenges, 
with 5 organic natural flavors, made from 90% dried manuka honey (MGO 
500).  The flavors are: (1) Blackcurrant + grapeseed; (2) Golden kiwi + 
grapeseed; 3) Ginger + lemon;,  (4) Propolis; and (5) plain manuka 
lozenge. 

 

Once the patient has contracted Covid-19 the race is on to help the patient 
recover. Since early February GRG has been following with great interest 
the earliest results when, for the first time, the Convalescent Plasma 
therapy was utilized in Covid-19 patients in China. The FDA has taken the 
lead on a national effort to facilitate the use of plasma from recovered 
patients to treat patients infected with Covid-19. 

This therapy is straightforward. Patients who have recovered from the virus 
must have a robust immune response to the infection. Sharing the 
antibodies from that immune response that lingers could help others 
recover. 

The approach has been around since the 1890’s. More recently it has been 
used to treat SARS and EBOLA. Studies have already been completed in 
China and are currently underway in the Netherlands, France and the USA 
in New York and Florida. 

GRG has nearly 300 Magellan centrifuges in the marketplace in over 30 
countries. The Magellan system is a perfect system to separate the plasma 
so the antibodies can be extracted and administered to the infected 
patients.  

Once these studies in the USA are successful and approved as a treatment 
for Covid-19 by the FDA, our global partners in Europe, Africa, the Middle 
East and Asia are prepared to introduce this therapy.  



The GRG scientific advisory board is currently developing the protocols 
necessary to introduce the therapy with the proper health authorities and 
looking forward to being a part of the solution of the Covid-19 pandemic. 

The GRG is focusing on new products being introduced to the marketplace. 
For the past several months we have been focused on 3D printing of 
medical implants with our partner in Israel, Kanfit.  

Now, Kanfit has taken its 3D printing expertise to help prevent Covid-19.  

Israel’s Galilee Medical Center is piloting a virus-neutralizing sticker that 
attaches to the surgical mask to better protect medical staff during the 
corona crisis. The 3D printed MAYA sticker was developed at the Technion 
Israel Institute of Technology.  

The sticker contains nanofibers that capture nanoparticles, and 
disinfectants believed capable of killing any viruses in those nanoparticles. 
The Israel’s Ministry of Health has given the initial approval for the 723-bed 
government hospital to trial the unique sticker. 

Although Kanfit didn’t invent the sticker, they have been commissioned to 
3D print the sticker once the trial is successful.  

GRG’s role would be to offer the sticker to its GRT network of distributors in 
more than 45 countries globally and help with the fight against the global 
pandemic. Preparation for approval in Europe and the USA is already 
underway and we will hit the ground running as soon as possible.  

Simply wearing a mask is not a guarantee that the virus will not be 
contracted. If the individual is in contact with an infected person, the 
droplets are still alive when they attach themselves to the mask. If you do 
not properly remove the mask and then touch your face, you can still 
become infected.  

This has been the main argument on whether or not a mask should be 
worn. By attaching this sticker to the mask, the virus is killed on contact, 



significantly reducing the chance for infection. Every hospital worldwide will 
need these stickers and we will be the only providers of this product. The 
entire team of the GRG believes this sticker is an absolute game changer 
in the fight against this virus. 

As you can see, our team is developing innovative solutions that will allow 
GRG to weather this storm and become a stronger company. We look 
forward to working with all of our partners in regenerative medicine as soon 
as we can. 

Stay well! 

Randy Beimel 

President 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Global Regenerative Group is gifting free attendance of the webinar “New 
Regenerative Concepts for Treatment of COVID-19”! 

Save your seat and learn more about the interesting cross points between 
Virology and Regenerative Medicine! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

How to register for the webinar: 

1. Go to https://globalregenerative.academy/register 
 

2. Sign Up and Create your own account 
 
 

3. Once you create an account, Log In and go to the Homepage  
 

4. Click on the Webinar and add it to the cart 
 

5. Use coupon code “investor” in order to get a 100 % discount on the 
price 
 

6. All the registered participants will receive a link to an online 
conference meeting room in Zoom. This will be done 2 or 3 days 
before the webinar begins. 

https://globalregenerative.academy/register


Description 

*COVID 19, what are the signs and progression of the clinical symptoms 

*The Cytokine Storm, what is the significance 

*Studies done so far. 

*The potential of the regenerative therapies’ Convalescent Plasma and 
MSC transplantation 

*Value of the studies done. 

 

COVID19 has surprised the world with its interspecies jump from bat to 
pangolin and then to human. We watched it grow in China, killing the wisest 
part of our societies – the elderly people to whom we owe so much. 

Unprecedented measures were taken to fight the virus spread, paralyzing 
almost the whole world. We are at home, waiting for it to pass, just like our 
ancestors waited out the storms of Nature. 

No vaccine, no specific treatment, just the rumors of such circling the 
globe. But we forget one important thing… 

Our bodies fight the disease and the virus. Our armies of antibodies march 
against this pointy crown. And we win. 

Originating in China, it circled the globe quickly killing thousands in its path. 
With no vaccine and no specific treatment, we rely only of rumors of such, 
but also of the strength of our immune system. We are talking about 
un/specific antibodies that can neutralize the virus in vivo.  



The transplantation of such antibodies is called convalescent plasma 
treatment. After recovering from the COVID19 infection the body clears out 
the virus and antibodies can remain.  

We are harvesting and concentrating these antibodies. Infusions are given 
to the most severe and critical cases, thus saving their lives. Plasma 
treatment has been done in the past for other illnesses – SARS 2003, 
MERS 2012, Ebola etc. 

Furthermore, MSCs are used to deliver immunomodulators to weather the 
cytokine storm. MSCs are proven carriers of growth factors as well, helping 
locally the renewal of tissues. 

This and more will be discussed at the Webinar. 

Time and Technical performance: 
 
11 a.m. Eastern Standard Time on 15th of April 2020. 
 
All registered participants will receive a link to an online conference 
meeting room in Zoom. This will be done 2 or 3 days before the webinar 
begins. 
For any questions: academy@globalregenerative.group 

 
 
Our Speaker: 
 

Carolyn DeLucia, M.D. 
Dr. Carolyn DeLucia has been in general OB/Gyn 
practice since 1992. She completed her 
undergraduate studies at Rutgers College in New 
Jersey where she graduated with honors and Phi 
Beta Kappa. She went on to medical school at New 
York Medical College and followed with an 
internship and residency at Long Island Jewish 
Medical Center in New York. 

mailto:academy@globalregenerative.academy


GRG INTERNATIONAL ATTENDANCE IN MARCH 2020 
 

ISRAEL 
 
Our world may be going through a recession, but the medical industry is a 
recession proof industry and right now is the time for all of us to review our 
investment portfolio and diversify it with a winning project from the global 
regenerative field.  
 
The market may go up, the market may go down, the economy may fluctuate, but 
there will always be prudent financial options and investing in a recession proof 
field is one to consider. 

 

SAMER SURGICAL MASK is one of the 
new products on the market right now that 
will be offered by our partners from Kanfit in 
Israel. 
Kanfit will be signing a business 
agreement with the local University and 
our GRG Team will be helping with the 
regulatory, business development & 
Marketing and Sales. 

 

 



SERBIA 

Our scientific director, Dr. Dzihan Abazovic had the honor to speak on Prva TV 
(Serbian television with national coverage) during “The Morning Show”.  

He shared his thoughts about the international group of experts, who have 
successfully implemented new therapy in the first seven severe and critical COVID-19 
patients. All patients treated with stem cells survived and recovered in a short time.  

 

 

This type of therapy has already been successfully used for other serious immune 
diseases (GVGS, SLE, etc). 

 We will continue to strive for excellence in our research.  

You can follow our progress on https://seebra.org/news/  

We are also looking forward to meeting everyone at 1st International Congress of 
South-East European Biologic & Regenerative Medicine Association when the 
pandemic restrictions have ended.  

Abazovic, Dzihan. “Dzihan Abazovic Posted on LinkedIn.” LinkedIn, 23 Mar. 2020, 
www.linkedin.com/posts/dzihan-abazovic-40b46337_covid-covid19-covid2019-activity-
6648895939857780736-l5Cm. 

 

https://seebra.org/news/


WHAT IS TRENDING NOW? 

 

COVID-19 and Stem cell treatment? Can we do it? 
 

 
 

Summary: 
 The Coronavirus is lethal, but not likely as lethal as the Spanish Flu Pandemic of 1918 
 Chinese physicians have several trials ongoing using stem cells to treat the disease 
 Early results look very promising in curing the critically ill 
I was trying to figure out how I would write about Coronavirus in the blog as I have some things to 
say, then Chinese doctors made it easy by using stem cells to cure several people on their death 
beds. How did that work? Is this a real thing? 

Coronavirus 
Coronavirus is in the news now every day, but to quickly review, it’s a severe form of the flu. Its 
scientific name is COVID-19. ‘CO’ stands for ‘corona,’ ‘‘VI’ for ‘virus,’ and ‘D’ for disease. The name 
Coronavirus is really medical slang as that’s just the virus type, but that’s also the name of usually 
much milder flu bugs. 

We’ve had lethal flu viruses before with the most notable being the 1918 Spanish Flu Pandemic. 
This was an influenza virus that had a 2-3% mortality rate and that killed an estimated 30 million 
worldwide (1.7% of the world’s population). That number is hard to compare to today because this 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spanish_flu


was before ventilators, anti-viral, drugs, or modern life support and even before the widespread use 
of oxygen. 
This virus seems to have originated in China and we’ve had other flu bugs that have come out that 
area including the “Bird Flu”. That bug was far nastier than the Spanish flu, with the H5N1 variant 
having a mortality rate of 60%, but it was also much harder to spread so there were under a 
thousand cases reported. 
Coronavirus is much more like the Spanish flu than bird flu in that it’s easily transmitted and more 
lethal than the typical flu, but nowhere near as lethal as bird flu. How lethal is still being figured out. If 
we take the most recent published data from China, the mortality rate is 2.3% (1). But that’s likely 
an overestimate, as most cases are so mild that they never seek medical attention. Hence, that rate 
was calculated based on known cases that were seeking medical attention and were tested. From 
that same paper, the health worker infection and death rate may be more accurate, as most of these 
people were under constant surveillance and received supportive care immediately. That rate was 
0.3%. For comparison, the average influenza virus has a mortality rate of 0.05%. 
Like the flu, Coronavirus hits the elderly the hardest. Remember, these numbers are likely way over-
estimated. Only 0.2% of 10-39 year olds died, double that for people in their 40s, six times that for 
people in their 50s, 18 times that for people in their 60s, and death rates in the 8-14% range for 
people 70 and older. 
Here’s a great discussion of how the death rates for Coronavirus are likely wildly inflated. Bottom 
line, more accurate data on case fatalities from the only awful natural experiment that exits, the 
Diamond Princess cruise shows a fatality rate of 0.85%. All of the people that perished were over 70, 
which is much more typical for standard influenza. In addition, the ability of the virus to spread was 
again, not that impressive. So while this bug is nasty, it’s likely not the middle-aged killer that the 
media has been making it out to be. 
Form this article: 

“This all suggests that COVID-19 is a relatively benign disease for most young people, and a 
potentially devastating one for the old and chronically ill, albeit not nearly as risky as reported. Given 
the low mortality rate among younger patients with coronavirus—zero in children 10 or younger 
among hundreds of cases in China, and 0.2-0.4 percent in most healthy nongeriatric adults (and this 
is still before accounting for what is likely to be a high number of undetected asymptomatic cases)—
we need to divert our focus away from worrying about preventing systemic spread among healthy 
people—which is likely either inevitable, or out of our control—and commit most if not all of our 
resources toward protecting those truly at risk of developing critical illness and even death: everyone 
over 70, and people who are already at higher risk from this kind of virus. 
This still largely comes down to hygiene and isolation. But in particular, we need to focus on the right 
people and the right places. Nursing homes, not schools. Hospitals, not planes. We need to up the 
hygienic and isolation ante primarily around the subset of people who can’t simply contract SARS-
CoV-2 and ride it out the way healthy people should be able to.” 

Could Stem Cells Help? 
This morning I came across a report from the South China Morning Post that reviewed the case of 
an elderly woman in the ICU in China. She had been there for two weeks and her organs were 
clearly failing, so the Chinese doctors got approval to use stem cells that had been culture expanded 
in the lab. After the first two treatments and within days she was able to get out of bed and then after 
the third injection, she was able to leave the ICU and was found to be COVID-19 negative. [Big 
thanks to a reader who has since found the published study which is here]. 
Another study is underway in Hunan province using similar stem cells and the doctor there was 
quoted as observing similar results. All of the doctors are saying that it’s time to throw the rule book 
out the window while they try to use anything they can to save the severely ill. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Avian_influenza
https://slate.com/technology/2020/03/coronavirus-mortality-rate-lower-than-we-think.html?utm_source=digg
https://www.scmp.com/news/china/society/article/3053080/coronavirus-critically-ill-chinese-patient-saved-stem-cell
https://3n30av2dln0g4fmlc03hpv0p-wpengine.netdna-ssl.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/202002.00084v1.pdf.pdf
https://3n30av2dln0g4fmlc03hpv0p-wpengine.netdna-ssl.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/202002.00084v1.pdf.pdf


Are These the Same Stem Cells as My Chiropractor or 
Naturopath Offers? 
NO. Per the article, the type of cells used in the first patient were isolated from umbilical cords and 
then grown in the lab. Meaning these were cells that were confirmed as highly viable and functional 
as this was tissue taken from the OB Ward directly into the lab to be isolated and grown. It was NOT 
the non-viable tissue being sold and promoted as umbilical cord-derived “stem cells” here in the US. 
Those products, based now on the research now from many labs, actually contain dead and non-
functional stem cells. 

How Could Stem Cells Work? 
What often kills people with the flu is the massive inflammatory reaction in the lungs. This causes 
swelling and reduces the ability of the lungs to oxygenate tissues. Real stem cells are very good at 
the short-term reduction of inflammation. In addition, stem cells have been shown to be antibacterial 
and anti-viral (2,3). 

Should We Panic? 
NO. My best, educated guess is that COVID-19 is not as lethal as the 1918 Spanish flu. Whether 
that’s because of improvements in medical care or because it’s actually less virulent, we won’t know 
for some time. However, it’s still a bad virus that has the potential to kill people. On the other hand, 
you also need to understand that about 400,000 people a year die of the typical flu. The number of 
deaths reported to date for COVID-19 are a tiny fraction of that number. 

I read an interesting back and forth discussion on Vox with a WHO researcher who spent time in 
China that’s both comforting and concerning. On the one hand, COVID-19 doesn’t seem to spread 
like the typical flu, where you would usually find 20-40% of an entire population testing positive for 
the flu. Instead, only the close associates of COVID-19 patients showed transmission. That’s VERY 
GOOD news for this not becoming a world-wide pandemic like 1918. On the flip side, Chinese death 
rates may not transfer to many other countries as they employed sophisticated medical technology 
that many countries don’t have in volume. For example, they used blood oxygenator machines in the 
most severe cases. Hence, the Chinese became experts at managing the disease, eventually 
getting the outside Wuhan death rate at low as 0.7%. 

The Near Future 
We will likely see a spike in US cases this next few weeks, but much of that will be due to the fact 
that the CDC test for COVID-19 had issues and the FDA is now allowing local hospitals and 
universities to start testing. Hence, we have been under testing and thus underreporting the number 
of COVID-19 cases here. 

The good news is that it’s March and flu transmission is reduced in April and May because nicer 
weather brings more people outside where it’s harder for viruses to spread. So I would expect 
worldwide cases to begin to drop by late April. By summer, hopefully, this flu season is mostly over. 

In the meantime, we may see a short-term recession while the US undergoes selective areas of 
quarantine. We may see more telecommuters decide to stay home and online delivery services like 
Amazon and the rest will do well for a few months. Factory production may be off in the first and 
second quarters but should roar back by the third quarter. 

https://www.vox.com/2020/3/2/21161067/coronavirus-covid19-china
https://www.vox.com/2020/3/2/21161067/coronavirus-covid19-china


Protecting Yourself 
What can you do to protect yourself and your family? I had this conversation with my son this 
weekend. Wash your hands 10-15 times a day. Stay out of crowded spaces. Buy some hand 
sanitizer (this is getting sold out quickly). You don’t need a face mask. If you’re elderly and retired, 
stay indoors this month. Listen to the recommendations coming out of the CDC. 

Here’s a good image of what happens when you use different hand washing techniques: 

 
Light is bad (bacteria) and darker is better. The CDC is saying that proper handwashing should be at 
least 20 seconds with soap! 

You can also make your own hand sanitizer by buying aloe vera and combining it with 99% isopropyl 
alcohol (rubbing alcohol) at 1/3 alcohol to 2/3rds aloe vera. It needs to have a final alcohol content of 
at least 60%. You need to cover your hands thoroughly and then allow the alcohol to dry for hand 
sanitizer to work, as that’s how it kills bugs. Don’t squirt it on and wipe your hands. 

Could this Be a Stem Cell Tipping Point for the Incurable? 
One of the interesting things at play here is that patients with lethal and incurable diseases have 
been making a push for being able to use experimental stem cell treatments for at least the last 
decade. Their arguments have largely fallen on deaf ears. However, if it turns out that culture-
expanded stem cells can cure COVID-19 rapidly, we may see another push to get these therapies to 
the bedside in weeks and not years. That could be very good for all of those patients with lethal 
diseases, as it brings the issue of allowing patients who will die anyway to be able to try anything 
that helps to the forefront of the average American’s mind. 



The upshot? Don’t panic! COVID-19 will likely be in the news for the next 1-2 months and it may put 
a big temporary dent in the economy and our lives during that time. However, it’s also being very 
much overhyped by the media to sell eyeballs to advertisers. In the meantime, we could see culture-
expanded stem cells become a treatment for severe cases, moving the issue to the forefront of 
allowing dying patients to try whatever they want. 

(1) Chinese Center for Disease Control and Prevention CCDC Weekly. The Epidemiological 
Characteristics of an Outbreak of 2019 Novel 
Coronavirus Diseases (COVID-19) — China, 2020. Vol. 2. No. 
8. http://weekly.chinacdc.cn/fileCCDCW/journal/article/ccdcw/2020/8/PDF/COVID-19.pdf 
(2) Alcayaga-Miranda F, Cuenca J, Khoury M. Antimicrobial Activity of Mesenchymal Stem Cells: 
Current Status and New Perspectives of Antimicrobial Peptide-Based Therapies. Front Immunol. 
2017;8:339. Published 2017 Mar 30. doi:10.3389/fimmu.2017.00339 
(3) Yang K, Wang J, Wu M, Li M, Wang Y, Huang X. Mesenchymal stem cells detect and defend 
against gammaherpesvirus infection via the cGAS-STING pathway. Sci Rep. 2015;5:7820. 
Published 2015 Jan 16. doi:10.1038/srep07820 
 
Source: regenexx.com 

 
An international group of experts has successfully implemented new 
therapy in the first seven COVID-19 patients. All patients treated with 

stem cells survived. This type of therapy has already been 
successfully used for other serious immune diseases. 

 
 
The first results were released this month. Such results are a hope for the 
ability of biological therapies to combat the COVID-19 pandemic. 
 
Leng Zikuan, Zhu Rongjia, Hou Wei, et al. ACE2- Mesenchymal Stem Cells 
Transplantation Improves Patient Outcome with COVID-19 Pneumonia [J]. 
Aging and disease, 2020, 11 (2): 216-228 
 
Original article: https://www.docdroid.net/IV4zeHs/transplantation-of-ace2-
mesenchymal-stem-cells-imrpoves-the-outcome-of-patients-with-covid-19-
pneumonia.pdf 
 

 

http://weekly.chinacdc.cn/fileCCDCW/journal/article/ccdcw/2020/8/PDF/COVID-19.pdf
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5371613/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4296288/
https://www.docdroid.net/IV4zeHs/transplantation-of-ace2-mesenchymal-stem-cells-imrpoves-the-outcome-of-patients-with-covid-19-pneumonia.pdf
https://www.docdroid.net/IV4zeHs/transplantation-of-ace2-mesenchymal-stem-cells-imrpoves-the-outcome-of-patients-with-covid-19-pneumonia.pdf
https://www.docdroid.net/IV4zeHs/transplantation-of-ace2-mesenchymal-stem-cells-imrpoves-the-outcome-of-patients-with-covid-19-pneumonia.pdf


FDA approves first US coronavirus treatment: Doctors 
across the US can now treat the sickest Americans 

with plasma from recovered patients 
 

The US Food and Drug Administration on Tuesday approved the first treatment in the 
US for the coronavirus that has infected more than 50,000 Americans: blood plasma 

from people who have cleared the infection 

 

Blood plasma from 
recovered COVID-19 
patients is rich in antibodies 
their immune system has 
developed to fight the 
infection. China began using 
the century-old method to 
treat its patients last month, 
and New York Governor 
Andrew Cuomo announced 

Monday that plasma would be tested there to treat the sickest of the 
state's more than 25,000 coronavirus patients. The treatment may be the 
best hope for critically ill COVID-19 patients while scientists work to 
develop new, specific treatments for the disease and test experimental 

drugs like chloroquine and 
remdesivir. 

Dr Zhou Min, a recovered COVID-19 
patient who has passed his 14-day 

quarantine, donates plasma in the city's 
blood center in Wuhan in central 

China's Hubei province. Plasma from 
recovered COVID-19 patients contains 

antibodies that may help reduce the 
viral load in patients that are fighting 

the disease 



The treatment was used to fight off flu and measles outbreaks in the days 
before vaccines and tried more recently against SARS and Ebola and it 
just might work for COVID-19, too.  

Doctors in China attempted the first COVID-19 treatments using what the 
history books call 'convalescent serum' - today, known as donated 
plasma -from survivors of the new virus. Now a network of US hospitals 
that has been waiting on permission from the Food and Drug 
Administration to begin large studies of the infusions both as a possible 
treatment for the sick and as vaccine-like temporary protection for people 
at high risk of infection will be able to begin administering it.  

There's no guarantee it will work. 'We won´t know until we do it, but the 
historical evidence is encouraging,' Dr. Arturo Casadevall of Johns 
Hopkins University´s school of public health told The Associated Press. 
Casadevall drew on that history in filing the FDA application. The FDA is 
'working expeditiously to facilitate the development and availability of 
convalescent plasma' a spokesman said.  

 

 

WHAT EXACTLY IS THIS POSSIBLE THERAPY? 

 

It may sound like 'back to the Stone Age,' but there is good scientific 

reason to try using survivors' blood, said Dr. Jeffrey Henderson of Washington 

University School of Medicine in St Louis, who coauthored the FDA application 

with Casadevall and another colleague at the Mayo Clinic.  

When a person gets infected by a particular germ, the body starts making 

specially designed proteins called antibodies to fight the infection. After the 

person recovers, those antibodies float in survivors´ blood - specifically plasma, 

the liquid part of blood - for months, even years. One of the planned studies 

would test if giving infusions of survivors' antibody-rich plasma to newly ill 



COVID-19 patients would boost their own body´s attempts to fight off the virus. 

To see if it works, researchers will measure if the treatment gave patients a 

better chance of living or reduced the need for breathing machines. One 

caution: While regular plasma transfusions are a mainstay of medicine, very 

rarely they can cause a lung-damaging side effect.  

COULD IT ALSO ACT LIKE A VACCINE? 

Sort of, but unlike a vaccine, any protection would only be temporary. A 

vaccine trains people´s immune systems to make their own antibodies against 

a target germ. The plasma infusion approach would give people a temporary 

shot of someone else´s antibodies that are short-lived and require repeated 

doses. Still, if FDA agrees, a second study would give antibody-rich plasma 

infusions to certain people at high risk from repeated exposures to COVID-19, 

such as hospital workers or first responders, said Dr. Liise-anne Pirofski of New 

York's Montefiore Health System and Albert Einstein College of Medicine.  

That also might include nursing homes when a resident becomes ill, in hopes 

of giving the other people in the home some protection, she said. 'We need 

both things desperately,' Dr. Pirofski said. 'We need to be able to break the 

cycle of transmission and we also need to be able to help people who are ill.' 

 

WHAT´S THE HISTORY? 

These plasma infusions were used most famously during the 1918 flu 

pandemic, and against numerous other infections, such as measles and 

bacterial pneumonia, before vaccines and modern medicines came along. 

Long-ago research is sketchy. But in the Journal of Clinical Investigation earlier 

this month, Casadevall and Pirofski cited evidence that 1918 flu patients given 

the infusions were less likely to die. And a 1935 medical report detailed how 



doctors stopped a measles outbreak from sweeping through a boarding school 

using 'serum' from prior patients.  

The old-fashioned approach still is dusted off every so often to tackle surprise 

outbreaks such as SARS in 2002, and in 2014 when Ebola survivors´ plasma 

was used to treat other patients during the West Africa epidemic. Even during 

those recent outbreaks, strict studies of the technique were not done, but 

Casadevall said there were clues that the plasma helped. Casadevall thinks 

that when it didn't work, it may have been used too late. 'Somebody at the end 

of their lives, it´s very hard to affect' any disease at that point, he cautioned. 

 A more modern approach is to brew this type of antibody in the lab, something 

Regeneron Pharmaceuticals and other companies are working on. Using blood 

from COVID-19 survivors is a decidedly more labor-intensive approach - but 

researchers could start banking the plasma as soon as regulators give the OK.  

 

HOW WOULD DOCTORS GET THE PLASMA? 

 

Blood banks take plasma donations much like they take donations of whole 

blood; regular plasma is used in hospitals and emergency rooms every day. If 

someone´s donating only plasma, their blood is drawn through a tube, the 

plasma is separated and the rest infused back into the donor´s body.  

Then that plasma is tested and purified to be sure it doesn't harbor any blood-

borne viruses and is safe to use. For COVID-19 research, the difference would 

be who does the donating - people who have recovered from the coronavirus.  

Scientists would measure how many antibodies are in a unit of donated plasma 

- tests just now being developed that aren't available to the general public - as 



they figure out what's a good dose, and how often a survivor could donate. 

Researchers aren´t worried about finding volunteer donors but caution it will 

take some time to build up a stock. 'I get multiple emails a day from people 

saying, 'Can I help, can I give my plasma? ´' Pirofski said. 
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New York Will be the First State to Test Plasma 
Transfusion Treatment 

The treatment, known as convalescent plasma, could provide “passive 

immunity” until the patient’s immune system can generate its own antibodies.  

The treatment will need to be studied for use as a coronavirus treatment, but the Food 

and Drug Administration approved the state’s experimental use of the drug on a 

compassionate care basis, Cuomo said. 

 An FDA spokesperson told The Washington Post the agency “is working 

expeditiously to facilitate the development and availability of convalescent plasma as 

a potential treatment option for COVID-19 to those patients who are in greatest need.”  

FDA Commissioner Stephen Hahn listed the plasma treatment among what the 

federal government was weighing in a White House press briefing last week. “Over 

the next couple weeks, we’ll have more information on that,” he said. “We’re really 

pushing hard to try to accelerate that. That’s in the sort of more medium- and short-

term, and that’ll be a bridge to other therapies that will take us three to six months to 

develop.”  



Cuomo announced the trial Monday, saying it “shows promise” but that it is among 

several options the state was looking into. New York has more than 20,000 confirmed 

cases and more than 150 deaths.  

“Even though we are optimistic, we won’t know until we know,” Dr. Arturo Casadevall, 

who has researched convalescent plasma and is chair of the molecular microbiology 

and immunology department at Johns Hopkins University, said on CNN.  

Casadevall said it could be deployed “in a matter of weeks.” Medical documentation of 

the use of this type of treatment dates back to the Spanish flu pandemic of 1918 — 

before modern vaccines. 
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For more updates and information about our Global 
Regenerative subsidiaries please follow our Facebook and 
Instagram pages and be the first to know the latest news: 

 

Facebook: 

https://www.facebook.com/globalregenerativegroup/ 

https://www.facebook.com/GlobalRegenerativeFinance/ 

https://www.facebook.com/GlobalRegenerativeTrade/ 

https://www.facebook.com/globalregenerativeacademy/ 

https://www.facebook.com/GlobalRegenerativeCare/ 

https://www.facebook.com/magellantruprp/ 

 

Instagram: 

https://www.instagram.com/globalregenerative.trade/?hl=en 

https://instagram.com/globalregenerativefinance?igshid=1xj8sas
2c9e3j 

https://www.instagram.com/globalgerenerativecare/?hl=en 

https://www.instagram.com/globalregenerativeacademy/?hl=en
https://www.instagram.com/magellan_truprp/?hl=en 
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